MEDIA ALERT:
OLN REVS UP THIS FALL WITH ACTION-PACKED, NEW SERIES AND
THE SPINE-CHILLING RETURN OF GHOST HUNTERS, STARTING SEPT. 21
(Toronto – September 15, 2011) This fall, OLN continues to deliver the best in action,
and adventure programming with the premieres of bold new series and returning fan
favourites. Introducing new, larger-than-life personalities to an already stellar lineup,
OLN kicks off the season with the thrilling return of Ghost Hunters, Wednesday, Sept.
21 at 9pm ET/PT . Then history’s greatest sharp-shooters are celebrated in the new
competition series Top Shot (Oct. 4) and the heart of West Texas comes to OLN in the
network premiere of Black Gold (Oct. 20).
See below for premiere dates and episodic descriptions.

Grant Wilson and Jason Hawes from Ghost Hunters
Images and additional program information are available at: www.rogersmediatv.com
To tweet this alert: http://bit.ly/qh1rH9
Ghost Hunters Season 7
Wednesday, Sept. 21 at 9pm ET/PT
Plumbers by day and ghost hunters by night, Jason Hawes, Grant Wilson and their team
have worked to track down the presence of paranormals across the country.
As leaders of The Atlantic Paranormal Society (TAPS), both Jason and Grant have
made it their life's mission to help anyone with questions pertaining to paranormal
phenomena and ghost hunting. Each of the 13 one-hour episodes follows the team as
they investigate some of the world’s most dangerous and notoriously haunted places,
including the site of Pearl Harbour and the Pennsylvania asylum, among others.

Top Shot **NEW SERIES**
Tuesday, Oct. 4 at 9pm ET/PT
From Annie Oakley to William Tell, Top Shot taps into amazing feats of sharp-shooting
in each of its 10, one-hour episodes. Featuring teams and individuals shooting it out for
a $100,000 prize package, contenders face challenges inspired by real events, from
medieval crossbow contests to Wild West gun fights to modern-day sniper missions.
Every episode reveals the weapons, technologies and tactics of a different era, while
high-speed HD cameras capture each skillful execution with breathtaking precision.
Black Gold Season 2 **NEW to OLN**
Thursday, Oct. 20 at 9pm ET/PT
From the heart of West Texas comes 10 one-hour episodes of Black Gold, the rugged,
all-real series starring roughnecks in search of oil. This season, a few new dirty faces
are added to the crew, and as the pressure, tension and injuries increase, so does the
payoff as they dig deep – physically and emotionally – to get the job done.
Follow OLN on Twitter @OLNCanada.
About OLN
OLN is a specialty television station in Canada offering viewers a one-stop destination
for adrenaline pumping action and adventure entertainment. Larger than life
personalities take viewers on intense and rugged journeys across Canada and the world
in pursuit of knowledge, competition and prey. Original Canadian reality, adventure, and
travel series along with US acquired programming provides viewers with different
perspectives on the world around them unearthing new and exhilarating adventures at
every turn. OLN is a part of Rogers Broadcasting Limited, a division of Rogers
Communications Inc. (TSX: RCI and NYSE: RCI) which is a diversified Canadian
communications and media company. For more information visit www.OLN.ca.
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